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The canoe man throws the net, he throws 
the net to the sea.

The canoe man throws the net to sea.

He circles the fish, he bangs with the oar,
He pulls the rope, he gathers the net.
The canoe man pulls the net from the sea.

There’s a present for Chiquito,
A present for Iaiá.
The canoe man pulls the net from the sea.

Praise the Lord, our Father.

Dorival Caymmi



This book is about the dugout canoes made of a type of yellow wood
– light but wonderfully resistant – that float in their thousands on the
lush waters of the mangrove forests of coastal Bahia (NE Brazil).



1.  A Forest on the Sea
First, we introduce the reader to the mangrove: a forest that 
grows on brackish waters, where people of low income 
obtain a form of subsistence that grants them a margin of 
freedom.  They do so by moving about the forest on their 
dugout canoes, over a mirror where the sky is permanently 
reflected.



2. Baiacu – A Fish and a Village
Baiacu, a small settlement of 
fishing folk hidden in the 
interior coast of the great 
Island of Itaparica, whose 
name is that of a deadly 
poisonous fish.  There, 
Monica and I were first 
alerted to the amphibious 
world of the mangrove. 
We come across the dugout canoes.



3. Seu Otávio’s Lesson
In this chapter, a canoe
carpenter, fisherman
and master of all trades, 
Seu Otávio, teaches us
about dugout canoes
and their main features.  
He introduces us to the
timber, the sails, the
fishing techniques, the
diminishing number of
fish.



4. Poetic Interlude
In the green waves of the sea
My lover went a-drowning.
He laid out his wedding bed
In the lap of Iemanjá.
Oh, it’s cosy to die at sea,
In the green waves of the sea.



5. Cajaíba – From Tree to Canoe
Here we witness the first
mutation of the tree in its
path to becoming a canoe.
The xaboque (the rough
piece) is taken from the
inland forest to the coastal
settlement of Cajaíba, inside
the mangrove. Vinhático
wood is ideally suited to

being used for a canoe, but the inland
forests are being depleted and a mode
of living that depended fundamentally
on these almost indestructible tools is
now being jeopardized.



6. Seu Romão – The Turner
In Seu Romão’s hands, the rough trunk 
turns slowly into a svelte canoe, 
employing a technique with profound 
historical roots.  The work of the 
finishing carpenter (turner, torneador) 
is, in effect, to turn the canoe into
a work of art.



7. Seu Chiquito – The Life of a Canoe
The canoes leave the
workshop via this
merchant, a silent but
enterprising man.  Thus
they begin their long,
productive lives, when
they will be bought and
sold time and again;
repaired; altered; given
names; given love but
also, sometimes,
abandoned.



8. Salinas – A Modern Alternative?

Is there really an alternative to vinhático wood?  
Seu António, in Salinas da Margarida, thinks the future is
in fibreglass.



9. Canoes as Media

Here we look at canoes
as extensions of men’s 
hands: they are 
instruments of 
invention because they 
are modes of 
mediating the world.



10. An Essay In Ergology 
This is an afterthought, where I aim to make explicit the 
methodological nature of the exercise.  Ethnography – and 
the study of tools (ergology) in particular – is presented as a 
complex set of triangulations.
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1. A Forest on the Sea



Where people obtain a form of subsistence that grants them a margin of
freedom.  When they look at the water, the light that passes through the
leafy canopy above reflects the sky.  



Bahia – Bay of All Saints
and Island of Itaparica

The big Island of Itaparica
encloses the large basin of the
Bay and creates a shadow of
ambiguity between land and
sea where the mangrove forest
thrives.

Source:G
oogle M

aps





The channel that passes between the Island and the coast connects
the mangrove of the lower Paraguaçu River that leaves the
Recôncavo, to the coastal mangrove that extends south of the Bay
to the region called Lower South.

Baiacu lies
just beyond
the headland
to the right.



In neighbouring
Maragojipinho, the
famous ceramic
ovens producing
most of the toys sold
in Brazil’s airports
are heated by wood
taken from the
mangroves and
transported by
canoe through its
winding paths.



Here we see a
canoe that has
just arrived at the
door of the
workshop, with
its neatly packed
wood, waiting for
the tide to rise so
as to facilitate the
task of unloading.





Maragojipinho 2005



Mud houses.  Even the walls of the houses are made
with sticks and mud from the mangrove.







Further south, the open sea is blocked by the Islands of Tinharé
(Morro de São Paulo) and Boipeba. To the interior lies a large
extent of brackish water, surrounded on all sides by thick mangrove
forests – the Tinharé Channel.  At its geographic centre: Cairú.



Cairú 



Convent of S. Francisco



In times gone by, the convent of 
San Francisco was the heart of this complex
network of watery paths.  



At night, you could send fire signals from a side window of the
convent to all of the churches of the various settlements around 
the mangrove warning of impending danger.



Modern Cairú.



The region was highly contested between Indians and Brazilians in the
seventeenth century.  The name of the waterside village of Tapuias,
near Cairú, is a reminder of their bloody encounters: its name
suggesting the bitter wars between the Tupis who occupied the coastal
zone, and the Aimorés, coming from the inland (cerrado), where the
trunks for the canoes are felled.  The Lower South region is outside the
main plantation territory, where African slaves predominated, so most
workers there were of indigenous origin. 



These are calm
and warm waters
over which the
forest grows.  In
Graciosa, at
sunset, the boats
rest from the
booming new
trade:
transporting
tourists.



South of Camamu and Maraú, the coastal mangrove becomes
shallower.  In Itacaré, it finally gives way to open sea beaches.  
There, the mouth of the Contas River (coming from the inland
Diamantina Mountain – where there are no more diamonds, alas)

still has
some
shallow
mangrove,
inside
which the
coastal
people
travel in
their smaller
dugout
canoes.



Mangrove area of Recôncavo
and Lower South of Bahia

In Bahia the area of mangrove is
estimated at around 630 square
miles, distributed along 740 miles 
of coast.  The thicker woods are
between Maraú in the south and
Valença in the north.  In the actual
Bay, the estuary of the Paraguaçu
River also has significant mangrove
forests.

Source:G
oogle M

aps



The mangrove is a warm tropical ecosystem with rainfall of above
1200mm/year.  These are brackish, protected waters, with a mud base
rich in organic matter and a low oxygen content, frequently flooded
by the tides. 



The mangroves are veritable nurseries: they protect, feed and
reproduce around 2/3 of all the economically significant species of
fish.  The ecosystem is responsible for the equilibrium of the food
chain and the maintenance of the natural resources of the coastal
regions.



The vast quantity of organic matter produced in the mangrove
constitutes a rich source of energy for all of the coastal animal life,
since in the course of decomposition, the vegetable matter is colonised
by microorganisms that form the basis of a number of food chains.



The dugout
canoe (canoa or
piroga, from the
Tupi) is the
vehicle that links
not only the
coastal
settlements
among
themselves, but
also the
economy of the
larger towns
with that of the
smaller
settlements.





Women circulate inside the mangrove forest, collecting an important
part of their families’ daily diet.



Selling crabs on the
streets of Valença.



This coastal ecosystem is very rich in fish and all kinds of products –
palm oil, coconut, piassava, cashew, mango, cocoa, jackfruit, etc.
Inside the mangrove itself oysters, clams and even fish are harvested in
nurseries – in particular, tilapia, a fish brought from the great African
lakes that have adapted especially well to these briny waters.

Tilapia nurseries,
Torrinha



The mangrove is a surprisingly comfortable environment, so long as
you do not attempt to leave the canoe.  The infamous moriçocas – a
pitiless mosquito – attacks all who try to walk in low tide.  Thus, aside
from the higher zones where the settlements are built, people
normally stick to the water.



In Baiacu, there are three types of
mangrove tree:

• “red”  Rhizophora mangle
• “white” Laguncularia racemosa
• “button” Conocarpus erectus

This one is the “white”, with its
wider and softer leaves, better
grown near open water; “button”
mangrove (so called because of
the hard, button-like seeds that
grow in the branches) prefers to
be closer to dry land. But in all
likelihood there are still other
types that the fishermen have not
yet identified.



This is the “red” mangrove that constitutes the main part of the forest
and seldom grows higher than thirty two feet above water.



Beneath its bark it has a kind of red lacquer that was once used to give
extra strength to the cotton nets.



An oyster nursery in Torrinha in the Tinharé Channel.



Fattening oysters out by the Torrinha pontoon.





Without the dugout canoes, the mangrove would not be able to
sustain human life.  The next chapters are thus dedicated to
contextualising the dugout canoe, a fascinating object whose beauty
and use affirms itself.



How many more vinhático trees are there still in Brazilian inland
forests to offer their soft interiors and almost indestructible exteriors
to the purposes of humans?

This is a question that is
being asked by everyone:
the mangrove people know
fully well why IBAMA
(Brazil’s environment
protection agency) has
banned the felling of
vinhático.  Perhaps that is
one more reason why their
hands so often caress with
gentleness these lean giants,
turned into floating arrows
for the use of man.

Back to top



2.   Baiacu – A Fish and a Village



Baiacu is a mysterious fish that fascinates the Japanese.

In Japan, it is a rare delicacy
that can fetch astronomical
prices and is consumed in
specialised restaurants; places
whose charm is as dependent
on the exceptional taste of the
fish as on the danger of eating
it.  As they eat, clients are
turning the wheel of fate.
Theirs is a truly oriental

delight: the pleasures of life challenged by the restfulness of death.

As a matter of fact, if you look into the focused eyes of the animal, the
voluptuousness of its mouth, and its malign teeth, you are left with no
doubt that there is something weird here.



None of that suspense in Bahia,
where everyone is more relaxed:
“No danger at all,” exclaims the
fisherman of Torrinhas with a
broad smile.  “All you need is to
know how to cut up the fish”.
Of course, you really need to be
as highly trained as he is,
because otherwise a small slip of
the knife may result in death
after having eaten a delicious
fish stew, as exemplified in Viva
o Povo Brasileiro, a novel where
João Ubaldo Ribeiro
magnificently describes the
history of this region.



There you are: with a simple cut, the fisherman takes the small dark
sack where the poison lies.  It is there, between his middle finger and
his forefinger next to the no less poisonous liver and the almost human
head.  He throws them with an assured gesture into the current.  The
remaining fish fillet, he explains, is both delicious and perfectly safe.
But, much like the Japanese, we are left with a peculiar trepidation at
the idea of tasting it.  In a settlement close by, a whole family died last
year, after having eaten a fish stew (moqueca).



It was in
that novel
by João
Ubaldo
Ribeiro that
I first heard
of Baiacu, a
settlement
of fishing
folk on the
west coast of
Itaparica,
facing the

saltpans of Salinas da Margarida.  Here, the monumental aspect of the
open bay before Salvador gives way to the almost oriental calm of the
sheltered waterways.



The original village of Baiacu was placed on high ground, at the geographic
centre of the Island, having been connected to the sea by waterways that are
now silted up. Some of the more mysterious scenes of Ribeiro’s historical
novel take place just there.  It was Araken Vaz Galvão – my wise friend from
Valença – who called my attention to the fact that the old church of Baiacu
had strangely survived.



An organic
architecture.





After an initial surprise, one
discovers that neither the
church nor the cemetery has
been abandoned.

Ruined, yes; probably burnt
down – we know not when or
by whom.  But they seem alive,
for they are occupied by the
souls that haunt those who go
to pray there.



The church was preserved because its walls were held up by the roots
of the giant sacred tree, the gameleira, a variety of ficus.



The parasite is literally the reason
why the church is still standing.
Were it not for that vegetation, the
brick and mortar walls would have
vanished long ago. 



The Child Jesus
and a broken
Virgin bless a
recess behind the
sacred gameleira
tree.



The patron saint – the
Lord of the True Cross
(Vera Cruz) – was taken
away to the new church
by the coast; but the

people have never forgotten this place.  Every day someone goes there to
sweep the dirt floor and the marks of Afro-Brazilian cult (candomblé)
are present everywhere.  They give a strangely contradictory message,
alluding both to the continued adherence by the local population to
beliefs imported from Africa by slaves, and to the iconoclastic hatred of
the new “believers” (neo-Pentecostal evangelics) who demonise their
own former beliefs. The latter systematically go about destroying the
images left by Catholics and Afro-Brazilians in their small, improvised
shrines.  Even the local priest has a hand in this dispute.  Once a year, he
goes there to say mass and pins crosses to the wall as a sign of his
rejection of the evil forces that are ostensibly present.





“OMOLU” Lord of the earth. There
is a slightly scary aspect to Omolu, as
he is associated with disease, in
particular leprosy and aids.

Omolu dancing in a terreiro in Ilhéus Grafitti on the walls of the Church at Baiacu



Omolu, Obaluaê, Saint Roch –
diverse aspects of the same
principle.

Church of San Francis, Salvador Terreiro near Graciosa



The church is
situated on a
promontory
overlooking a
landscape of
small lakes,
where dengue
fever is endemic.



Therefore, the
people moved their
houses to the
waterside where,
during high tide, the
salt water cleans the
mudflats that, to all
intents and
purposes, function
as the village square.



Next to the water, a
fighting cock is taken
outdoors: the courage and
fortitude of the animal are
the qualities that the
owner would like to
possess.



When the water recedes, the hard surface of the mud bank avails itself
to all sorts of domestic and productive activities.  Seen from afar, the
mud may seem unstable and uncomfortable.  Once one is on it,
however, it turns out to be an extremely comfortable and hygienic
surface (as it is washed twice daily by the salt water) and it is full of life.



Clams, crabs and all sorts of other edible creatures are picked from the
mud, and it is over the muddy surface that they are prepared by the
women so as to feed their families when the husbands’ fishing
expeditions fail to yield sufficient food.  The village is famous for its
delicious stews spiced with palm oil.





Over the mud bank, the nets
are dried, stretched and
repaired.  After the canoes,
nets are the fisherman’s main
tool, even when they have to
be borrowed from a
wealthier villager for a fee…



The shadows of the tendá on the mud fascinated Mónica
when we first went there.



When the catch is too large to consume or sell, fish are dried on the
mud bank.  Here they are: neatly skewered on strips of bamboo,
drying over the stalks of the piassava palm leaves, raised in order to
escape the water at high tide.



At the market in Valença.



We met Seu Otávio also on the mud bank, engrossed in his
task of restoring and perfecting the vinhático dugout canoes
that are the main vehicle of this way of life.



There he is, working on his gastalho (a kind of
moveable carpenter’s workbench), as he
moulds with his adze a canoe rib (caverna)
made of laurel wood, in order to secure the
new bottom he is fitting into this old canoe.



A vinhático dugout can last between
fifty and seventy years, well over a
normal fisherman’s active period of life.
It all depends, of course, on how it is
treated.  It must be turned over
regularly (emborcada) so its bottom is
cleaned and dried.  Eventually, the
bottom will give up, however,
perforated by shipworm (busano).  And
that is when people like Seu Otávio
come in handy.  After he restores them,
the canoes look almost new and the
local merchant – Manuel – can sell
them again to some fisherman, in small
instalments over a dangerously long
time span.



Hole made by the
canoe carpenter in
order to ascertain
the width of the
wood. 

Holes made by
shipworm in a
canoe awaiting
restoration after
many unsuccessful
attempts to tar over
the damage.  



Shipworm (Teredo Navalis) has
many names in Portuguese: busano,
busão, ubiraçoca, estro, tavão or
gusano. It is a kind of bivalve
mollusc that extends its body into
the wood like a worm. The
bottoms of Colombo’s boats, for
example, were lined in copper so as
to avoid being penetrated by the
shipworm.

Source: Wikipedia

Source: John George Wood The Common Objects of the Seashore: including hints for an acquarium London 1866 in
urbanneighbours.nypl.org/unwelcome/ref4.html



Drying out on the shore.



Without canoes no one would enter the mangrove.  They are the sole
mode of turning the mangrove into a productive resource.  In our day
and age, of course, you cannot buy all that you need to live comfortably
with what you earn on the mangrove.  Nevertheless, the mangrove
constitutes a kind of reserve that feeds the temporarily unemployed,
those who are fed up of being bossed around, those that need some
space to raise their children at peace, those who lack a vocation for
absolutely anything else and, finally, like Seu Otávio, those who cherish
the sheer beauty of a lonely fisherman’s life.



There are thousands of vinhático trunks – whole forests – floating in
the quiet waters of coastal Bahia, ranging from the more domestic
canoes of around 20 feet in length, to the more majestic examples of
50 to 52 feet and almost 5 feet wide, that are able to carry a crew of six
fishermen and sail at full speed with their lateen sails across the bay.

Many people, much fish
and all sorts of products
are carted daily in the
bellies of all these canoes
between towns and
villages that are turned
towards the water.



At dawn, before Maragojipe, we ask the five men that pass by in a
canoe with their showy white hats: “And you people, where do you
come from?”  They answer promptly: “We come from the roça (rural
area), to go to the market.”  Just as I spoke to them, Mónica took this
photo of a man preparing to go out fishing, also wearing the white hat
of the feast of St. Bartholomew.



Women use dugouts, of course, but it is men that love them,
own them, serve them, love them and know their worth.  These
are marvellous buoys, with their dynamic shapes made from one
of nature’s best products – vinhático.  



“Women gather molluscs
(marisqueira); men fish (pescador),”
they say.  But men also gather
seafood and women often help men
fish: there are no strict gender
taboos in Bahia; that would be
inimical to the generally relaxed
tone of local culture.  Often, when
one looks out to sea, one can see at a
distance in the sand bank a couple
on a canoe, going around from one
bank to the next, fishing the whole
day long.  Still, further south, around
the Tinharé Channel, one is likely to
encounter more men engaged in
fishing activities than women.



The fisherman takes the fish home for the palm oil stew (moqueca) to
feed his children, his wife, his mother, his sisters, their children ... in this
region, men’s domestic arrangements are often complex.  One thing is
certain: a man who brings no income has no roof over his head ... well,
everyone has to contribute.

In Baiacu,
women also
work, of course.



See the marvellous aspect of the aratu in that woman’s bin, hungrily
photographed by Mónica. When you go into the mangrove in low tide,
you see the aratu
hanging from the tree
roots, rhythmically
waving their single
red pincer. Women
catch it with a string
attached to a stick,
and it often feeds the
whole family. They
boil it and pick the
meat (catar).  It’s an
arduous task, but it
yields a stew (moqueca, when it has palm oil; ensopado, when it doesn’t)
that is utterly delicious. 



Clam stew with palm oil, manioc purée and fried tilapia.



Ponta Grossa – a village next to
Baiacu.
Women picking seafood –
oysters, siri, aratu ... They pack
the meat into plastic bags,
freeze it and sell it in the
market at a good price.



In Cairú, where tourists come to see the convent, domestic
economy extends itself to reach new forms of income.

Back to top



3. Seu Otávio’s Lesson
Carlos Etchevarne, a
renowned
archaeologist of Bahia,
told me that they
found a dugout canoe
buried in a sand bank
in Minas Gerais that
was dated to 1500
years ago.  That means
that dugouts have
been here forever, or
almost…

But why have archaeologists found so few of them?



The answer, I believe, has to
do with their unmatched
utility: from the moment the
large trunks are hollowed out
(today by means of chainsaws
but earlier by fire) to the
moment when, many decades
later, broken and riddled with
shipworm holes, they are
reused as benches and tables;
and, finally, to a point when
they are no longer anything
but bits of wood and are used
to illuminate a companionable
evening or to cook a fish stew.



Torrinha, Tinharé Channel.



I met Seu Otávio in 2006, when I was fascinated to see him repairing
Xpita, providing it with a new bottom made of laurel wood (nearly 
2 inch think), cut to fit with the precise motions of his adze.  One
does have to know the wood, of course, he says proudly.  “Laurel is the
wood that has the greatest number of varieties in the world; twenty
five different types!”

Here he 
re-adjusts the
angle of the adze
blade.



Aside from fishing – with fishhooks, as he claims not to have patience
to use nets ...  or to go out with partners, Seu Otávio spends his time
repairing the bottoms of canoes.  He is not the only canoe carpenter in
Baiacu.  The following year, I was to meet his friend and neighbour
Tuti, who
works at the
same trade
and whose
nickname
comes from
having
worked for a
long time in
a factory
with that
name.



Early in the morning, Seu Otávio
returns from fishing . A neighbour
shows off part of his catch. That is a
caramuru – a moray eel
(Gymnothorax moringa), an
especially dangerous species that has
to be killed with a deep cut of the
broad knife on the head before being
pulled into the canoe, as it can bite
fiercely.
The first Portuguese resident of
Bahia was given this nickname by
the Indians, perhaps for having come
from the water with the typical
green colouring of the shipwrecked
or, perhaps ... because he bit fiercely?



A year later, another fisherman in Lower South told me that one
day, when he was young, he caught a caramuru and threw it still
alive into the bottom of the canoe, raising his feet to the sides, so as
not to be bitten.  But then he got distracted and lowered his hand
slightly.  The fish bit and, in pain, he shook the hand and lost the
fish and the finger tip.  “It’s a poisonous beast”, he says.

Caramuru
“become
more
courageous”
when the
tide is
rising…



This is Seu Otávio’s
grozeira – the lined
hooks he uses to fish
with, throwing them over
board baited, one by one,
as the canoe moves, at
night, in the middle of
the pitch dark waters.
“Fishing,” he tells us, “is a
thankless thing. It’s
painful: the cold! The
mosquitoes! It’s slow!
Rowing against the
wind!”



Sooner or later all canoes need repairs: on the one hand, because of the
shipworm that penetrates the wood stealthily, till it becomes hollow; on the
other hand, because vinhático, this amazing wood, does have a drawback – 
a vício (vice), they say.  We will get to that later.



The bottom of this canoe was eaten up by shipworm.  Using his simple tools,
the carpenter will slowly fit a wood patch into the irregular sides of the hole
left in the canoe by clearing away the rotten parts.  Then he fixes it with
“caverns” that fit the bottom to perfection.

The thinnest parts of
the canoe, the sides, are
often around 2 inch
thick.  There are no
savings in the process;
everything is organic
and made to last.
Indeed, such repairs
are meant to last
decades, till the canoe
is eventually put aside
as firewood.



A canoe such as this one will have a
series of lives.  The repairs will
succeed each other at regular
periods.

This one was awaiting Seu Otávio’s
work for its third life. 



“Uma canoa tem sempre alguma água dentro,”  explica Seu Otávio
com calma.  Não há problema, porque mesmo quando ela veda
muito bem, ainda assim entra água trazida pelas pessoas, pelos
peixes, pelas redes, pelas ondas, pela chuva...

Há mesmo um instrumento
semicircular, que se ajusta ao
bojo da canoa, para segurar
o peixe num lado, de forma 
a que a água vá escorrendo
para o outro e seja possível
vazá-la: a “antepara” ou
“cunha”. Aí a vemos, debaixo
do banco, puxada para 
o lado, depois de retirado 
o peixe.



One thing is certain: a vinhático dugout will never sink, even if it has a
big hole on its side.  It would simply be harder to steer.  So the patches
are made with no fuss, using whatever is to hand.  The more
permanent ones are made by Seu Otávio with fitted wood and tar
sealing.  But if what is available is a bundle of piassava, so be it.



They are left resting mutely in the
mud at low tide or floating
rhythmically, as the waters rise over
the flats.  The bench at the prow or
one of the holes in the side next to the
prow carry a ring of rope that goes
round the mourão at high tide. The
canoe rises and drops with the tides
and the rope ring follows it along the
post, which is buried deep in the mud
so it cannot ever be pulled out again.
It is made of a thin palm tree they call
buri.



Baiacu seen
from the
sea.

The buri is so well adapted to its function that it will only rot from the
top downwards, as the top section may absorb rainwater.  That is why
it is cut with a sharp edge.  Therefore, with time, these posts tend to
become shorter, until they no longer stand out at high tide.  Then, it
becomes necessary to fit another one next to it.



This is a copy made by me of the drawing Seu Otávio made for me on
a sheet of paper he immediately crumpled up so as to prevent me from
using it: “I can’t draw,” he says, “You’ll have to do one yourself.”  I wrote
in red the name of the various parts to which the reader will now be
introduced.



A dugout canoe normally has two benches that are fitted separately and
that have a whole in the middle.
Each hole will support a mast. At the bottom there is another hole,
called carringa, where the
mast is fixed.
The hole at the bottom is
made in the “pillow”, a
kind of interior belt where
the wood is thicker.  Aside
from this purpose, the belt
is an essential feature of
the dugout for it
reinforces it against that
impact of the waves,
which is stronger round
the middle of the canoe.



That was the mid bench of Flecha (Arrow), Seu Otávio’s own canoe:
“I bought her new, second or third hand (sic), for  3200 Reals, last
year” (i.e. 2006).  It came from Coqueiros, up river in the Paraguaçu,
near the Sea of Iguape.  There, as we see in this photo, the old saveiros
that Jorge Amado enthuses over are still plying their trade.  



The mast can be placed in two positions: either vertical or inclined
forwards.  The latter is the more efficient manner for larger canoes,
because you can put a larger sail and, therefore, transport more things,
faster – more nets, more fish.  It is a kind of lateen, which they call
“feathered sail” (vela em pena).  So the mast can lean forward, the hole
in the bench and the hole at the bottom are displaced from each
other.  But
there are
canoes with
two
carringas
under the
bench, so
they can
carry either
type of sail.



The sails folded against the yard and the oars made of
heavier woods, so they do not float, are kept in the
barracks built on platforms made of piassaba and mud.



The vertical sail is the
traquete, a smaller cloth with
an almost rectangular shape,
but broader at the top.  It is
not mounted on a yard like a
lateen sail, so it is kept open by
a transversal stick, a sprit
(espicha).  It is far simpler to
use, as it only needs one rope,
whilst the lateen needs two.
Here is a traquete drying by
the side of a mound of lobster
traps – munzuá.



Sails drying out in Cacha-Pregos.



The smaller canoes only have a vertical sail mounted in the
middle bench.  It is a simple solution for the fisherman who
goes out on his own and is not carrying too many things in
his boat.  This is the same sail as on the previous page, one
year later, getting ready for another expedition.



We went to Ponta Grossa 
in Seu Otávio’s Flecha so he
could explain to me how 
he used the traquete sail. 

“My life is free, you
understand?”



The “bat sail”
(morcegueira) is
a variation of
the vertical sail
with the sprit.

They like to
make the masts
out of pindaíba
wood (Duguetia
lanceolata St.
Hil – a kind of
fruit tree), as it
is thin and
pliable but very
resistant.



It is a slower and less demanding mode, but
still it is surprising how fast these canoes can
move in the quiet waters of the Tinharé
Channel.
This man is the uncle of a friend.  We spotted
his sail on the horizon when we were in the
embankment at Torrinha, near Cairú.  Twenty
minutes later, he was approaching us with a
smile.  In spite of its ad hoc construction, this
sail is very efficient and even beautiful.
His canoe was laden with the fish traps he had
just taken out to dry.  They are made of the
hard backs of the stalks of the oil palm leaf and
with rope made of piassava (another kind of
local palm tree) and are mounted on the sand
of the shallows.



Here we see two traquete sails in a beautiful dugout canoe over 
40 feet long,  by the embankment of Salinas.



In Baiacu, in the Island of Itaparica, waters are deeper than in the
Tinharé Channel.  Distances are greater, they use long nylon nets and,
therefore, they prefer lateens.  These require a crew of 6 to 7 men.
Here we see the two types, a canoe arriving with a vertical sail
(traquete) and one with a lateen sail (pena) preparing to leave.



The lateen, with
its sharper angle
turned upwards,
mounted on a
mast that leans
forward, creates
a unique and
very distinctive
dynamic that
fully justifies the
name “feather.”
As the boat
picks up speed,
the cloth slowly
unfolds.  



At rest, the yard is
lowered and the sail
tied up to it.  In this
way it will wait whilst
its crew sleep off the
heavy work of the
night.

Note that, over the
nets, a board is resting
(espadela). Its purpose
is to be dropped over
the leeward side.



The same canoe sets out to sea.



This board is very
important, as it prevents
the canoe, whose bottom
is rounded, not having a
keel, from sliding
sideways in the water.
It must not be made of
vinhático or the woods
that usually are used for
canoe construction, since
these float too well.  This
board has to sink, so it is
most often made out of
sucupira (Pterodon
emarginatus), a very
heavy, hard wood.



The ustaga (an old naval word of
uncertain French origin) is the
rope that raises the yard on the
mast (called ‘tye rope’ in
English).  This one is made of
strong blue nylon.

Seu Otávio, dressed in the shirt
with the Kybom ice cream logo
that he wears on Sundays,
demonstrates how to raise a sail,
pulling at the ustaga.



At the prow, the lateen sail is tied to the side by the rope
called caro (a word derived from the Greek word for
‘horn’, via Catalan, of all things).  Here, since the canoe is
at rest, the caro is tied to the “beak” of the canoe.



The ropes are tied to the sides of the canoe
through these simple holes.  See the incredible
strength of vinhático wood! Any other wood
would just split off, if it took the sort of burden
that is put on these holes when the canoe is
going at full speed with its lateen sail fully
opened.



The canoe’s bottom has no keel and,
when the wind fills the sail, it would
most likely turn the canoe over.  In
order to steady it, the men hang on to
the barandais (from veranda).
See the twists on the rope made for
men to fit their hands into, better to
tolerate the long periods of navigation.
Notice also that this canoe has four
barandais, suggesting that the crew
consists of no less than six men, since
four are hanging on to the sail by the
barandais, one is in the prow at the caro,
and one is at the poop with the escuta
(the sail that determines de tautness of
the sail) and the unfixed rudder.



Nowadays, of course, it is also possible just to fix a motor to the raised
poop deck and move around noisily, but much more comfortably.  The
problem is, one wastes money that way – and this is precisely what they
do not have around here.  The very survival in the bay of deepwater
fishing with dugouts is owing to the fact that
money is scarce.
Seu Otávio, for example, does have a pension –
that sign par excellence that Brazil is truly a
democracy,  which means that he can afford to
pay the rent on his house, and he feeds himself
with what he earns from fishing and from
repairing canoes.  He does not drink, but he does smoke.  In turn, his
landlady, the next-door neighbour, uses the rent to feed herself and her
resident grandchildren. That is why there are so few motors in Baiacu. 
Still, in the past, a previous owner did fix a motor to Flecha and the
marks are there to be seen.



Further down in Lower South, the neighbours of Seu
Chiquito are busy fitting a motor to a canoe. 



The marks left by the sliding of the net ropes are quite deep on the poop
deck by the time the canoe has been paid for.  If things go wrong,
however, and one does not manage to pay one’s monthly dues to the
intermediary, it might have to be
resold.  Then, the fisherman will
have to use a canoa de dono
(owner’s canoe), which,
ironically, might be one that he
himself had previously owned.
Seu Otávio explains: “That’s life!
Shouldn’t really complain, as it is
to be expected.”  Fishing is, after
all, a fallback solution.  You will
never be able to earn enough
money to set up a home, educate children, keep the love of a woman
through fishing ... Fishermen are as mobile as their canoes.



That’s what
happened to
him: after
having raised six
children in 
São Roque of
Paraguaçu, he
felt betrayed by
his business
partner, so he
decided to
move on.  He
set up home in

Baiacu, where he knew people, because it was close by, but where road
access is not very good, so he could be left in peace.  But he does miss the
old faces ... that he does.



Lately, there have been significant improvements. Nylon was probably
the principal one, as it made the ropes more durable and the nets easier to
repair.  In fact, they are so durable that the price of nylon has been
decreasing over the past few years, as
the merchants cannot get rid of their
stocks.
At the same time, ropes have become
much easier on the hands: this has
been a major improvement, as the old
ones were either made of cotton ,
which needed to be treated regularly
with the lacquer from the red
mangrove trees, otherwise it would rot, or of piassava, which is very hard
on the hands and wears out the wood in the canoes.  There used to be a
lot of people who suffered and even died of infections caused by the
wounds made by ropes chafing their hands.



What you see inside this canoe is highly
sophisticated modern technology being
put to the service of one of the more
traditional forms of artisanal fishing that
still survives today.
Of course the world is changing irrevocably
and in 2008, the fishermen of Recôncavo
were reminded of what the future might
look like.  One morning, the waters at the
mouth of Paraguaçu River were filled with
dead, rotting fish.  As so often happens,
these people were the ones to bear the
burden of that particular disaster.  Fishing
was forbidden, precisely at Easter, when
fish prices normally increase.  As often
happens, they received no compensation.



According to the authorities and to
the newspapers, it was a “red tide” –
a phenomenon of nature!  No such
thing, explains Seu Otávio.  He
worked in the construction of the
neighbouring port complexes of
Petrobrás (petrol) and of
Dalquímica (chemical products),
when his children were growing up.
He knows full well that the
underwater conduits that transport
deeply toxic substances develop
leaks at regular intervals: they pass
right there, underneath the area
where fishermen from Baiacu catch
most of their fish!



Into the last basket, they heap the fish that is too small to be eaten 
and that they use as bait in lobster traps. Seu Otávio identified the
principal species for me on a plank.

Baiacu
Aramaçá (sole)
Agulha
Mirim
Carapicum
Carapeba
Xangó
Massambi (that they call sardine when it grows).



Seu Otávio speaks in a disabused manner about the present crisis in
fishing: “Fish move in shoals.  The shoal is finished, there’s an end to
plenty!”



The nets are cast in the
following manner:
(i) a fisherman stands in the 

sandbank, with water up 
to his waist, holding the 
end of the rope;

(ii) the canoe unwinds the 
rope as it travels away 
from him – it is this 
friction that causes those deep grooves in the poop decks of the 
vinhático canoes;

(iii) then, it turns to the right and starts casting the net;
(iv) at the end of the net, it turns right again and starts letting out the 

second rope in a parallel direction to the first one;
(v) finally, once again at the sandbank, they tie the end of the rope to 

a stick and the original fisherman starts to pull the net in.



With any luck, they might catch a
manta (shoal of fish, lit. a blanket)
and return home with the canoe
filled to the brim.

In these operations, people use the
tuleteira – a kind of support that is
fixed to the side of the canoe.  In
this way you can row the canoe as if
it were a small boat.

Here we see him explaining this,
using a stick that he picked up.



We are reaching the end of his lesson, but we still have to explain
something very important: the reason for Seu Otávio’s principal activity
as a carpenter.  Vinhático wood has a major drawback, which is also the
very reason why it is so well suited for the production of dugout canoes.
The tree has a trunk that is large, strong and reasonably cylindrical in
shape. Its exterior wood is light and almost indestructible.  But the inner
wood is soft and brittle and easy to burn.  In the old days, before
chainsaws, that is how they dug them out.  First they took off the
external layer on one side, then they scooped out the middle, and that is
how they produced the xaboque, the rough trunk for the canoe.
Today, the chainsaw makes the whole
process far easier and safer. In the
underside of the poop deck of this brand
new canoe, you can still spot the marks of
the chainsaw, where it went in a little more
than it should have done.



At the prow and especially at the
poop (normally higher up the
trunk), however, the internal wood
remains.  This is the geral, where
canoes are always prone to develop
holes and where Seu Otávio exercises
most of his arts of mending.

At the prow, the wood is thicker, so
the problem arises less often.  But at
the poop, where the deck is thinner,
so as to rise out of water and allow
for the rower to produce the
characteristic equilibrium, the geral
is in contact with the elements and,
sooner or later, it gives in.



There are all sorts of tricks to
hide or reduce this fault of
vinhático trunks.
In the end, however, do as you
wish, the geral will give in.
Canoes can float with big holes
in them, they do not sink; but
they do lose their dynamism.
Dugouts, therefore, will always
be married to a carpenter.
See how this old one dissolves at
the geral.  Its poop deck has
already had a repair on the right
side and it will soon get another
one on the left, should the
fisherman be able to afford it.



The task of the carpenter is
both to repair the geral
and, less frequently, to
substitute bottoms which
have been eaten up by
shipworm. 

Vinhático is a marvellous
gift of nature, but as the
old Portuguese proverb
says: “A beautiful thing is
never perfect.”

Back to top



4. Poetic Interlude
The man in the canoe moves over dark mirroring waters, which
simultaneously hide and provide his sustenance.  He sees himself as
one of the fracos (lit. the weak, i.e. lacking in social power) and he
works for his living in an environment that is both prodigal and
unpredictable.  He is a predator with his broad knife tied to his belt,
constantly pulling at nets and setting up traps in the sand.  



The fisherman’s fate is in the hands of the
Mother of Water, Iemanjá, Queen of the
Sea. Regularly, fishermen throw gifts for
her into the water.  She likes flowers,
perfumes, and brightly coloured things.
Iemanjá, the mermaid who frolics
between life and death, seems to be
omnipresent in this wooded coast. Olivença, near Ilhéus



Offerings to Iemanjá (Itapoã, Salvador). “In syncretism” she is 
Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception.



Notice the canoe that was used to save António in 1770:
“Mercy granted by 
Our Lady of the
Conception to António,
slave of Lieutenant
Henrique Moniz who
wanted to cross the river
to the other side by the
bridge of [...].  Not
knowing how to swim,
he fell into deep water
and was taken away by
the current beyond the

bridge.  He went almost as far as the ceramic works belonging to
Captain João de Andrade, but he prayed to Our Lady and the people
there saved him.  He was free from drowning in August 1770.”

Museu Oscar Niemeyer, Curitiba



Second of February,
Day of feast at sea,
I trust I’ll be the first
To greet Iemanjá. 
I wrote a note to her
Asking her to help me.
She answered saying
I should wait patiently.
She accepted my present
Of roses and carnations.
It got to her, it got to her, it got to her
Now that her day, finally, did dawn.

Dorival Caymmi

Caribé, MAM, Salvador



Iemanjá
refused this
flower;
some
unlucky
person’s
gift.

February 3rd, the day after – Rio Vermelho Beach, Salvador



Offerings to Iemanjá by a charmed lake at Salamina.



Iemanjá and various Exús (devils/mediators?) – Market of St. Joachim.



Canoe dedicated to Iemanjá.



Iemanjá and other
divinities (orixás)

Terreiro of Mother Hilsa, Ilhéus 2006



Cachoeira



I have no dwelling place,
That’s why my place is by the sea.

When I was born, I was very little,
Just like everyone else.
Now, everyone lives in a house,
I alone have no home.
I live by the beach side
Trusting in God’s help.
Mary lives with the girls,
It is I who pays the rent.

I have no dwelling place,
That is why my place is by the sea.

Dorival Caymmi



The dream of a home
scratched on the walls of
what once was Valença’s
prison.

The dream of a femme fatale:
“Dini, she belonged 
to Cosme and called him
Zidane!” 



Canoes at rest during the night of Saint Bartholomew in Maragogipe.



At Coqueiros (coconuts),
inside the Tinharé Channel,
St. Francis greets St.
Sebastian, amidst enthusiastic
celebrations...

A banda de Una, num dia de



The band of Una, on a day in which António Carlos Magalhães 
(the now deceased boss of Bahia) was visiting the town.



Feast of Our Lady of the Good Death,
Cachoeira, August 18th, 2005



Samba de roda the whole night long.







On weekdays, at low tide, kids may use the football field.



Miracle
Maurino, Dadá and Zeca, oh
They cast off in the morning.
It was Easter Wednesday,
Day of fishing and of fishermen.
One knows the weather’s bound to change,
One knows the weather eventually will change.
So, the weather did change.
Marino, who’s one to withhold, withheld.
Dadá, who’s a mighty worker, worked.
Zeca, well, he never even spoke, oh.
Just a matter of throwing the net, so as to pull it

in again,
Just a matter of throwing the net.

Dorival Caymmi Ogum of the Sea/
St. Anthony the Sargent



Death awaits where it is least
expected.  Two days before I met
him, Seu Romão got thirsty, so he
grabbed a stick to bring down a
coconut.  But as it was raining, the
stick was wet, and it slipped in his
hands.  Unlikely as it may sound, its
pointed end pierced his chest –
“one more millimetre”, said the
doctor, “and you’d have been a stiff.”
It was a miracle he ever escaped.
Two weeks later, there he was again
with his adze in his hand, carving
away at the beautiful lemon
coloured wood of a fresh canoe, his
scar still raw, healing in the open.Votive offerings, Shrine of Bonfim, Salvador









Terreiro of Dona Lindinha (Valença). Various images of the Mother of
Water and everywhere the colours of Ogum of the Sea/St. Anthony.



He circles the fish, he bangs with the oar,
He pulls the rope, he gathers the net.
The canoe man pulls the net from the sea.

Baiacu



That which I feel
imposes itself on me
irremediably.
That which exists outside
of me imposes itself on
me with the same
strength.
But the extensions of my
hand towards the world
have a special kind of
ambiguity in the way
they present themselves.

They are objects in
transit between my
thought and the world.



Not only do they allow me to change the world, as they allow
me to reposition myself before the world.  They are the field of
creativity and imagination par excellence.

Pomba Gira – Market of St. Joachim, Salvador





Much like cars, bikes, planes and bicycles; canoes are objects
that evoke fantasy. So they move one’s emotions.



They do not belong in the beyond (like Iemanjá and all the mermaids
that fishermen in the Lower South declare they actually never see – they
are honest folk after all). Canoes are here with us, but they open the
doors of possibility.  They are thus imbued with a special fascination.
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It’s cosy to die at sea

It’s cosy to die at sea,
In the green waves of the sea.

The night he failed to return
My heart was buried in grief.
The boat came back unmanned,
In the saddest night of my life.

It’s cosy to die at sea,
In the green waves of the sea.

The boat left at night,
By morning it hadn’t returned.
My handsome sailor
Was captured by a mermaid.

It’s cosy to die at sea,
In the green waves of the sea.

In the green waves of the sea
My lover went a-drowning.
He laid out his wedding bed
In the lap of Iemanjá.

It’s cosy to die at sea,
In the green waves of the sea.

Dorival Caymmi
Ituberá, waterfall



Pietá, Convent 
of Cairú



Cairú at sunset Back to top



5. Cajaíba – From Tree to Canoe



Built in the 1950’s, the road BA 001 enters
the mangrove to the south of Nazaré das
Farinhas, so named because that was the
main market for the manioc flour
produced in the Lower South that fed the
Recôncavo plantation slaves.
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The BA 001
goes past
Valença.

“This is the road that took over from the saveiros,” comments my friend
Vaz Galvão.  Saveiros were the omnipresent sailboats whose grace the
novelist Jorge Amado so loved to describe.  They are now much less
frequent in these waters, even though we did see some in front of Seu
Otávio’s hometown.



Baiacu’s
merchant,
Manuel, had
told me that
dugout canoes
were still being
made in the
Lower South.
I asked around
in Valença, but
I was told that
no one made
them anymore in the city’s shipyards, as the wood has become too
rare, since it is forbidden to fell vinhático trees.  According to him,
however, they were still being made in the hinterland, south of
Valença.



In the shipyards of Valença, one finds the scattered remains of all
sorts of ambitious projects, now feeding shipworm and housing
crabs.  Here is a caravel that never sailed after they used up the
subsidy received during the celebration of Brazil’s ‘Discovery’. 



Cajaíba – a village in the
mangrove

Here the best houses have
two fronts: one, more
showy, turned towards the
road; another, more
domestic – untidy, muddy,
practical – on the tide line.
They can thus be
approached both from the
mangrove and from the road.
Beyond the houses, on top of the hill where the church and the
cemetery are implanted, clothing dries in the characteristically warm
sea breeze as the tide rises in the mangrove beyond the oil palms, to
the left.



In this coastal zone, just to the inland of the mangrove, the dominant
cultures are oil palm (dendê), clove, piassava palm, cocoa, manioc and all
kinds of fruit trees.  Further inland, herds of quiet zebu cattle can be
seen grazing in the green hillsides.  Either white or mottled, there is
something almost mystic about their slow movements, reminding one
of their Indian origins.  The bullocks are good to ride on and used for
transporting the palm oil fruit – they are calm and powerful.

Zebu laden with dendê – BA 001



History tells us
that the settlement
of Cajaíba was
founded by a band
of Irish
mercenaries who,
at the end of a war,
having become
troublesome in
Salvador, were
granted lands here.

And here they
stayed, leaving in the local people their characteristic phenotypic
heritage, having mixed with the Amerindians and the African slaves.



Our Lady of the Exile – what were those Irish
men thinking...



The cemetery of Cajaíba,
behind the church, next to
the clinic, was a source of
photographic inspiration to
Mónica and our friend
Manuel Ribeiro do Rosário
when we visited it a few years
before.

Church floor patterns



In Cajaíba, a passer-by told me
that I should look for Chiquito
in a pumpkin coloured house
right next to the water line,
where the mangrove opens in
shallows and canals. I was
kindly received by his son, Cafú,
“like the footballer,” he insists,
proud of his nickname.  His

father had gone to the “Island” in the big boat to deliver a canoe in
Misericórdia.

Dusk was falling and I was unprepared for the sight that was awaiting
me: right there, close to the road, in the midst of the piassava and oil
palms, right next to the high water line, a giant trunk of beautiful
yellow wood in the process of becoming a canoe!



Vinhático, when it is exposed to
the elements, acquires a grey-
brown colouring.  But, as Seu
Otávio had insisted, it is in fact a
yellow wood.

And so it is.  When finally I
managed to see the recently cut
wood, it had that distinctive
colouring: a bright lemon yellow
contrasting with the dark brown
sections where the wood had
been in contact with the
muddied water of the mangrove.



The xaboque is the name of
the rough trunk before it
becomes a canoe. 
Its interior (the softer geral)
was previously emptied out
in the hills of the cerrado,
the savannah where it was
felled. One night it was
dumped on the BA 001,
near the water, by a furtive
truck. Then it was towed to the makeshift yard through the mangrove
canals. It will now be torneado (turned,) as if the stark beauty of the final
product were its immanent vocation.
The turner (torneador) has already started his job, but he hurt himself
and he stopped for a fortnight with the help of a subsidy from social
security. 



The xaboque



As soon as the tree is cut down, they
make a longitudinal cut in the side of
the trunk that is least straight, so the
interior can be emptied out.
Otherwise, they would not be able to
transport it, due to its weight.  On the
inside, one can still see clearly the
marks of the chainsaw that was used. 
The first task is to chip off most of the
superficial “white” wood, which is
prone to rotting. With a tree trunk of

about 65 feet, one can make two canoes and there will still be a lot of
good wood left for all sorts of other things. The prow is made out of
the lower part of the trunk, as it is wider that the poop.
This is a long canoe – 36 feet – so it was made with the whole of the
lower trunk of a tree.



According to Seu Romão, vinhático is by far the best
wood for a dugout, as it is soft on the inside and hard
on the outside and it is both very solid and very light.
Canoes can be made of other kinds of wood, however,
even though they are less appropriate for the purpose:

• Pequi – no good, it sinks.
• Moanza – inadequate, as it does not last.
• Cedro verdadeiro – it cracks in the sun.
• Louro graveto – can be done, but not so good.
• Outicica – durable and beautiful (more than   

vinhático) but hard to find.
• Ingauçú – not as good as vinhático, but can do.
• Jiquitibá – lasts a long time in the water, but it is

forbidden.
• Jaqueira and other fruit trees – not straight enough.



Plathymenia
reticulata – yellow
vinhático



Vinhático

Plathymenia reticulata Benth. –
Fabaceae-Mimosoideae

Vinhático is a native tree from Brazil that grows from the lower
Amazon to the State of São Paulo.  It is found scattered with an
average incidence of more or less three trees per acre.  The oldest zone
of occurrence of the species is in the centre-north region of the State
of Minas Gerais.  It is, however, most commonly found in the cerrado
(dry savannah) of southern Bahia and the State of Espírito Santo.

Photo: http://www.arvores.brasil.nom.br/vinhat1/



The xaboques
that reach
Cajaíba come
from the
interior: Gandú,
Piau, Birataia,
Tamarati e
Tiolândia.
“This is a wood
that one finds
most commonly
in cocoa

plantations.”  Now that the cocoa economy has collapsed, the
landowners (some of them very influential politicians) make money
from selling the trees that were left over after the clearing of the
original forest in order to produce shade for the cocoa shrubs.



The massive clearing of cerrado forests is indeed a serious matter from
an ecological point of view: no one denies this, of course.  Everyone
knows that vinhático dugouts are not sustainable and cannot go on
being made.  But, as they are so sturdy, there will still be dugouts
floating in these waters for another half century.



Here is a beautiful example of
vinhático providing shadow for a
cocoa plantation on the interior of
Nilo Peçanha.

This is the trunk with its
characteristic bark and the
omnipresent brumeliads. 



The leaves are reticulated, as is the case with all
trees of the mimosa family.  The flowers are
white, growing in clusters between November
and December. They produce a pod with dark
brown seeds and transparent follicles.

“Plathymenia reticulata is a deciduous,
heliophytic and selectively xerophytic species
characteristic of the open formations of dry
savannah and of the transition to forest land.
[...] this species is economically important due
to the high quality of its wood and also
because it can be used for the recuperation of
damaged land.”

Lima Braga et al (2007) “Germinação de Sementes de Plathymenia
reticulata Benth. (Fabaceae-Mimosoideae) sob Influência do Tempo de
Armazenamento”, Revista Brasileira de Biociências 5 (2), pp. 258-260.



Nowadays, the average height of vinhático trees
is between 20 and 62 feet, but they can grow
much higher.  When they grow in woods, trees
are high and straight; when they grow on their
own, they tend to be shorter and produce
branches lower down. 
Out of its bark a yellow dye can be produced
and a remedy for treating inflammatory
conditions can be made from a cold infusion of
the bast of the root.
It is not the same vinhático as its homonym from
the Atlantic Island of Madeira (Persea indica
Spern), a tree of the laurel family with which
they used to produce prize furniture for export
to Portugal and the United Kingdom in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  



Over the past five years Brazil’s Institute for Environment and Natural
Resources (IBAMA) has been concerned with the progressive clearing of
the dry savannah resulting from the transformation of the old cocoa
plantations into cattle ranches.  More than fifty major clearings have
been identified in fourteen of the municipalities of Bahia.  The
Environment Police of Ilhéus, using the Law of Environmental Crimes
(Lei 9.605/98), has impounded a number of loads coming from Santa
Luzia, Canavieiras, Arataca, Camacã and Una that were being taken to
the coast, where they are
transformed.
The exterior wood is used for a
variety of purposes, because it is
very light and resistant.  A
carpenter of Ituberá has
specialised in making barrels for
aging quality rum (cachaça).



In 2005-6, the Federal Police carried out a number of raids in order to
repress illegal vinhático carpentries; not the small canoe carpenters, but
the vast yards in Camacã, south Bahia, where wood is cut for
construction. Among those arrested was a well-known politician, so the
event made it to the national news.  In 2007-8, various raids were carried
out in Jequié, immediately to the interior of Valença, where most of the
trunks for the canoes are felled.

According to the police, the impounded
wood is given to welfare institutions that
use it for their own purposes. At the
time, however, many local bloggers were
claiming that no such thing happens and
most of the impounded wood finds its
way again to the building yards for
which it was originally intended, only at
a slightly higher price...Source: http://www.dpf.gov.br/DCS/noticias/

2006/ Agosto/ 28082006 _opera%E7aoBA.htm



In April 2009, the environment agency (IBAMA) mounted a campaign,
entitled “Top of the Hill” in which it impounded vast quantities of wood
both in logs and in planks, a good percentage of which was vinhático.  In
September 2009, IBAMA’s
regional office further acted
against sawmills that were
selling forbidden wood in
planks.
The siege is closing around the
xaboqueiros (who fell and
prepare the trunks) and the
people who transport them to
the coast in the middle of the
night, leaving them by the
roadside on their way to
becoming canoes.

Source: http://www.nucleodenoticias.com.br/2009/04/04/
operacao-topo-de-morro-acao-conjunta-do-ibama-policia-
civil-de-itapetinga-e-macarani-ba/



Here is a famous xaboqueiro,
now retired, who in his days
used to be able to move these
gigantic trunks all by himself,
with the help of rope and a
pair of bullocks.
The xaboques came from
Gandu, far inland, by river to
the mangrove in the coast.

He explained to us how to cut
one by using a scale model that he
keeps at home for the purpose.
We are not the first people to have
interviewed him and a small
pamphlet has already been
published about his life.



On a sunny
day, two
canoes are
being worked
on a bed of
chips inside
the
mangrove.
The one on
the left is
made of a
small trunk of
vinhático, the
one on the
right is made
of cedar.



The turner will chip off around
a third of the wood in the
xaboque with his adzes.

The woodchips serve as fuel in
the kitchens of the
neighbourhood and they also
serve to smoke the delicious
shrimps (camarão defumado)
that are such an integral part of
all Bahian cuisine.



In Valença one buys the shrimps in a small, specialised shop.



Amidst the fumes of the smoking hut, the sign that will help them sell
the shrimps to the people who travel in the BA 001.



Here, one of 
Seu Chiquito’s daughters
is boiling crab so as to
pick its meat (catado).
The cats love to hang
around for the pickings.



Mother and daughter.  The wives of canoe carpenters and fishermen
like to work in groups so as to be able to while away the boring task
while chatting.



An anti-social dog?



The BA 001 continues southwards to Nilo Peçanha, where the June
festivities focus upon the patron saint, St. Peter the Runaway Slave, a
saint with whom I was not previously familiar.



At these times,
the people
from the
villages in the
mangrove
come out to
town and the
travelling
salesmen set up
shop right on
top of the
pavement.



Further south still, near Ituberá, they celebrate St. John the Baptist.



Back to top



6. Seu Romão – The Turner
In Seu Romão’s
hands, the rough
xaboque becomes a
svelte canoe by
means of a technique
that has deep and
complex historical
roots.



“To whom does the xaboque belong, when it
reaches here?” I asked.  But there is no clear
answer to this question.
The man in the truck must receive his due; the
xaboqueiro who chose it, cut it down and
emptied its interior, must also receive
something; the poor manual labourers (bóias-
frias) who ascended the wooded hills, braving
snakes and insects and carrying the trunk out
of those horribly muddy red cliffs must also be
paid; the landowner will receive a good share
of it; the farm manager, who permitted it all to
happen, also receives his due; and then you

have the carpenters, the briefly blind policemen and bureaucrats... many
people are owed a share of the price, if and when this is finally paid up
by the fisherman.



Everyone here is part of
that complex and dense
net of debts and credits
that constitutes the life 
of the poor folk (the
“weak” – fracos, as they
call themselves).



At dawn, the usual group of
friends (neighbours and
kinsmen – the galera) arrives to
help Seu Romão roll the trunk
from the roadside to the water.

Then, he’ll tow it through the
canals inside the mangrove.  It
still cannot be called a canoe, as
it is coarse, clumsy and it has
holes at the front and at the
back (the geral) through which
the water enters.  It is a raft,
which Romão will turn into a
canoe.



At high tide, he will bring it to the
improvised shipyard and pull it out
onto the bed of wooden chips left by
the previous canoe he made.
Its wood has been burned and
darkened by the smoke of the chainsaw,
the red mud of the cerrado, the rain
that fell on it as it was coming here by
truck, the black mud of the mangrove
canals.  When it gets here, it looks ugly,
dark and inexpressive.  
But, the first cut by Romão’s axe – on
that very first morning – reveals
immediately its truth: the clear yellow
insides, shining like a precious thing
inside the muddy exterior.



First thing to do: to imagine its shape, assess its
potential.  Romão ponders at length on how best to
turn this rough bit of wood, so that it comply with the
received spatial schema of what a canoe should look
like. One always starts with the “beak”, as they call it.



A canoe’s “beak” is by no means
a decoration; it is essential for
rowing it. As the poop deck on
which the rower sits is raised
above the water, the beak is
indispensible for the orientation
of the canoe.

It is from the beak that one may
begin to draw the outline of the
“mouth” (boca); that is, the sides of
the canoe between which the interior
space will be shaped.



First, he uses the big adze to draw the rough shape of the
beak and then the prow deck and the side.  Finally, he will
determine the shape of the poop deck.



Then, once the
canoe is turned over,
he can begin to draw
the structuring lines
of the bottom.



The lines of the poop are drawn out with precision.



But, in this case, the chainsaw man was a little too ambitious!  He didn’t
leave enough wood for the prow.  It will remain like this, Romão decides,
because the buyers like to see precisely what they are purchasing.



The geral at the poop will be patched over with any piece of durable
wood that is to hand.  It is not too important.



This is the place for the middle bench and the “pillow,” the thick strip
beneath beneath the seat.  It is an important structural feature.  In
future, the hole to steady the mast (carringa) will be dug there.



The front bench is drawn with geometric lines; a measure of elegance.



The hole at the bottom serves
to measure the width of the
wood.  It is essential for the
carpenter to be able to judge
how much he is chipping off.



The small adze, with its soft
sharp blade, is essential for the
finer touches.

Here Romão draws the shape
of the bottom.



He thins out the prow with his big
axe.





Thanks to many years’
experience and to his fine eye,
Seu Romão handles the large
axe with the assurance and
precision with which a
Chinese scholar handles a
brush.



The “white of the wood” – that is,
the superficial wood immediately
underneath the tree bark – should
be shaved off.  It is “weak” (fraca)
wood, as it will rot sooner than the
yellow wood.
Sometimes, however, the tree was
not all that straight.  In any case,
sooner or later, the canoe will need
to be patched.  Romão decided that
he could leave a part of the white in
this one for the time being.  It helps
with the shape and it will still last
for quite a few years. 



Broad blade knife
Hammer
Drill
Adze for two hands
Adze for one hand
Alivião adze, with rounded 

blade
Axe and
Pencil…

Instruments of the greatest
simplicity and all of them single
bladed …



“The saw was invented by the Devil: it cuts both ways.”
The clean cut of the single bladed adzes seals the wood of the dugout
canoe, making it less absorbent and, therefore, more resistant to all kinds
of fungi and parasites.



The general shape of the
canoe and the choice of
vinhático as a wood of
preference were habitual
already before the
Portuguese arrived.  The
Tupi living in this region
were great canoe
masters.  But the
carpentry techniques
and the tools that
Romão uses have deep
roots in Medieval
Europe.

Bayeux tapestry: building the boats with
which Duke William conquered Great
Britain at the beginning of the twelfth
century. 

Cf. Wolfgang Grape (1994) The Bayeux Tapestry. Munich, Prestel.



The Normand boats (in
the Viking style) were
made of planks, not
dugout.  But the adzes,
the axes and the drills
were the ancestors of
Romão’s tools.  None of
that existed in the new
continent.



First, he cuts in one direction…
precise cuts, always parallel 
to one another.



Then, so as to thin out the prow, he cuts in the opposite direction…



Then he clears the surface with
the two handed adze.









Finally, cutting transversally with the small adze, he finishes the surface,
leaving it almost velvety.









Then he goes to the interior, starting at the hole in the bottom, so he can
judge of the thickness of the wood.







Careful! The density of the wood is not equal throughout.  The width of
the sides has to take that into account, otherwise the canoe will float
askew in the water. It’s a precise but instinctive knowledge.  Romão
knows how to do it, but he would not be able to explain how it is done.



The owner of the land, giving
phenotypic evidence of his Irish
ancestry, comes for a small chat.



Alivião – the
round-bladed adze.







He repeats the process one last time with the small adze so the wood
is left with a texture approaching that of chamois leather.



And now, he has to close
up the geral – the hole left
on the poop by the rotting
of the soft wood of the
interior of the trunk.





A patch is placed in the
geral at the poop.  No
need for elegance, as no
one is very concerned.





He has to draw out the canoe’s “mustachios”.





The final task: to close up the hole that he made at the bottom right
at the start.



We waited for the
high tide, when the
water enters the
mangrove and
reaches the yard and,
at the right moment,
the three of us just
slid the canoe into
the water without
great effort.



It is floating! 

Seu Romão observes
the canoe with the
sharp eyes of a
connoisseur.  He
lowers his eyes close to
the level of the water,
checks attentively and
smiles to himself.  As

he rises again, I see he has a happy grin and I ask what was it that he saw.
He replies: “The canoe is floating with the two sides at the same height
on the water!” It is the mark of his workmanship, because the walls are
not the same width throughout, as they have to compensate for the
different qualities of the wood. It was all done with the simplest of means
but years and years of experience!



The tools of the trade.



And there she goes to Seu Chiquito’s dock.



Is it an art? Yes, it is “art” in at least two senses.
In the sense of artisanship, doubtlessly, as it is a know-how, where the old
fixed formats are repeated with constant adaptations to an object which is
never univocally the same.  For example, without analysing the density of
the wood, how can he know it will float symmetrically?  And yet, when
the moment arrives, it does!  The sense of pride in the finished product is
correlative to the possibility of failure.
But in the sense of artistry as well, since there is a search for some form of
formal perfection.  Romão is playing with a set of imponderables: he takes
risks, as he has to do more than he can explain. And there is artistry in yet
two further senses:
(i) in that Seu Romão knows that the canoe does not need too much

finish: he makes a judgment about its completion, and there is no need
for any polish or extra decoration;

(ii)in the pleasure he experiences with the finished product; the feeling
that it is worth doing this rather than some other activity, even though
the salary is not great.



The following year, as soon as I arrive, Romão takes me to see a canoe
that he has just finished.  It is, indeed, a masterpiece: a perfect trunk of

vinhático 28 feet
long.

He learnt the art
from an old
artisan, for
whom he
worked for a
whole year
without any pay.
One day the old

man got two xaboques and gave him one to make.  At the end, he
compared them both and said: “Ok, now you no longer need me.  You
can do it alone.”



This was around the time
that Marlene finally decided
to come and live with Seu
Romão and they had their
first child together.
At that time, he decided he
would settle and he needed
to find work that would give
him greater pleasure than
picking palm oil, which is
both dangerous and exhausting. He needed a form of livelihood of
which he could be proud.
These days, however, wood is no longer as abundant as it once was and,
to boot, his body is showing signs of wear and tear.   He contemplates
returning to the quieter life of the fisherman. 
Marlene and her beloved granddaughter.  A great cook, as I can confirm!



Over the past few years, frequently, the wood he receives does not really
allow his work to shine.



His knowledge allows him to work in spite of the faults that the xaboque
might present.



Here is what they call a “true cedar” (Cedrela), very
similar to the one that Seu Romão obtained in order to
make a canoe for his personal use. A famous old
xaboqueiro now retired, showed it to me.  He can no
longer afford to do that kind of work: “It is slave labour,
and very dangerous!” As we drive together through the
bumpy dirt tracks (variantes) on the red hills of the
cerrado, he comments on the larger trees that he
remembers.  “Can you see that turn over there, by the

right side of the road?  There were two enormous cedars there...” and then
he starts telling yet another story.  He tells detailed stories – some sad,
some funny, and some heroic – of things that happened years ago here or
there; places that, to me, seem hardly identifiable as they seem much like
any other, but where he recollects trees that he felled and transported;
trees that marked his life and challenged his good name.  Now, instead of
the great trees, there are only some shrubs or just grazing cows.



When he got hold of it, Seu Romão asked his friends (his galera) to
transport the gigantic cedar to his yard.  They always appear when he
needs their help.  He cannot really explain how is it that, when he needs
them for a bigger task, they appear unbeckoned.



This is the beautiful long cedar trunk that he
obtained in order to make a canoe for himself.
Seu Chiquito had already given him two
smaller canoes over the years, but he did not
like them.  This will be the one of his dreams.
With it, he will return by and by to the arts of
fishing that he learnt from his father and that
he intends to practice with the aid of the traps
that he makes for himself.



The spreads (esteiras) are made with
the hard exterior part of the oil palm
leaf and tied up with piassava fibre.
Mounted on the sand, they trap the
fish at low tide.

Here they are, ready to be taken
to the sand bank …



When he comes to register it at the
Colônia (the fisherman’s syndicate)
he will name the canoe he is
making for himself 

Friends’ Canoe

They were the ones that helped
him.  That is why his mother
promised that, on the day he puts it
in the water, she will buy two big
firecrackers to celebrate their
generosity towards her son! 

Back to top



7. Seu Chiquito – The Life of a Canoe
Seu
Chiquito,
buys and
sells.



This was the first
canoe Seu
Chiquito ever
owned.  His father
gave it to him over
thirty years ago.  It
now belongs to a
neighbour but, over
the years, he has
owned it three
times.

“For me, Chiquito is a great guy: I need something, I go there, he
helps me!” – so says Romão.  They have their agreements and
disagreements but there is between them an old and precious co-
dependency.



Seu Chiquito is a
man of few words.
When he does
speak, it is almost
inaudibly and with
precision.  In fact,
he does not really
talk, he whispers,
with a gentle smile
that is produced more by the eyes than the mouth.  His life, as he
told me, was always linked to the sea; always linked to boats and
fishing.
His canoe business is a by-product of his general maritime activities.
He transports canoes to the Bay when he knows of someone who
needs to buy one; he organises for Romão’s services when he hears
that someone has a xaboque that needs to be made into a canoe.



This is Chiquito’s boat, the largest in the
neighbourhood.
Chiquito is an experienced sailor.  He leaves the Channel
by the Morro de São Paulo and sails through the open
sea to the Bay.  Out there, he claims, it is still worth
fishing, as there are still fish left.



Over the years, Chiquito has
had various wives, with whom
he has fathered more than
twelve children.  He is a distant
but responsible father.  
A number of his children live
close to him, alongside the
mangrove.
His present wife has no
biological children but she
raised a nephew in the
charming, colourful home she
shares with Chiquito.  One of
his sons also lives with them.
She too has a sharp eye for
business. Women in Coqueiros, in the Channel



From his father,
Chiquito
inherited a fish
trap in the
Channel (the
open area
between the
islands and the
coastal
mangrove).  He
used it for a long
time, but now it

hardly justifies the repairs, as the stocks of fish in the Channel have
been considerably depleted.  He thinks this is due to pollution
caused both by cities such as Valença, and by the vast shrimp
nurseries near Guaibim.



What remains of a mangrove
canal inside Valença's Jacaré
quarter.



Fishing mats drying in the sun at Torrinha, waiting to be set
up on the shallows at low tide.



Chiquito is the sort of person
who invests his savings
judiciously.  One day, he buys a
canoe, later to sell it when he
has been offered a good price;
another day, he buys a xaboque
from a middleman.  He then
pays Romão to work it and
takes the finished canoe to Itaparica, where it might fetch a higher price.
Here is a canoe that Chiquito was selling in 2007, waiting for a buyer
under a mat of oil palm leaf.
He claims that, once he subtracts from the price it fetches, the amount
that he spent in acquiring the trunk, in paying Romão and in
transporting the finished canoe, the profit margins are small.
But Seu Chiquito is a patient merchant, as much as he is a calm and
careful fisherman.





Xaboque (the rough trunk) – 
c. 1 500 Reals
Carpenter’s fee – c. 400 Reals plus
favours
Purchase price – c. 6 000 Reals minus
a number of favours
According to Romão, these were the
parameters of the deal involving the
canoe that I first came across in the
mangrove of Cajaíba, when Cafú
showed me around.
Now I believe that he was
exaggerating Chiquito’s profit margin,
since all sorts of agrados (favours) and
other costly responsibilities have to be
subtracted from the net profit.



And there she is, ready to be sold, being anchored in the small dockyard
by Romão’s eldest son.  By then, someone had already put down a first
payment for it.
Contrary to the merchant in Baiacu, Seu Chiquito does not have a
reputation for being greedy and nasty to his neighbours.  Perhaps that is
why he is not wealthier.



A client came up to him saying he needed a wider and more stable
canoe for fishing at sea, so Chiquito asked Pônia and Chico to cut an
old canoe in half, insert a plank into its middle and build a new poop, a
new mouth and a new prow for it.  Nowadays, it is very hard to find the
sort of wide trunks that were still common a decade ago, so this is the
way to get a wider and heavier canoe.





It is a game of precision that
depends on the strength of the
arms and wrists.  Most people
lack Chico’s strength in using
the handheld chainsaw.  He is a
master xaboqueiro – he fells
the trunk and removes its
insides.  But, when necessary,
he also accepts smaller jobs
with the chainsaw, that depend
on manual precision and on
the enormous strength of his
arms.



The thick cedar plank that will go into the middle of the canoe is also
cut by Chico.  Here is the front door of his home, built on a cement
base on land that gets wet at high tide.



Here goes that same canoe, a few months later, already fully restored
and nicely painted to disguise the difference between the various types
of wood used.  It was especially hard to build its new prow.  Everyone
wants to show it to me, as they are proud of their work.





In a few years’ time, it will look like this canoe, off the docks
of Valença.  Less elegant perhaps, but very practical.  This
one has just returned from fishing at sea, with its cool box
filled with fish.



And there it goes out again on yet another fishing expedition.



This canoe was cut in half. A new poop was built with two planks
and the sides were reinforced. 



The work is hard,
no doubt, but the
workers play
pranks on each
other and
constantly banter.
At intervals, they
take what they call
“a little Sunday,”
their drink of
cachaça (rum).
As it happens,
neither Chiquito

nor Romão drink it. Apparently it does not agree with them.  But a
few glasses of fresh beer, that is something else, of course!



And then, back to work...



Canoes change
hands all the time
during their long
lives, in accordance
with at the rhythm
of the troubled lives
of their owners.  
A fisherman’s dream
is to own a canoe.
But... a good percentage of the hundred or so canoes that take to
the water from Baiacu actually do not belong to the fishermen, but
to “owners”, who allow the fishermen to use them for a fee. Seu
Bertinho – the local store-owner – does not go to sea.  Still, he
owns over twenty good canoes.  He paints them in a distinctive
“pumpkin colour” together with the doors of the wooden sheds
where he keeps his oars, sails and nets.



This is how you divide the proceeds of a fishing expedition in
Baiacu (in Cajaíba most people go alone):

When the canoe arrives, each person takes out what they need to
eat, a portion for each.  The rest is sold and the profit is divided
among the fishermen, depending on their roles.
The one in charge of selling is the captain. He is also in charge of
the accounts, except when there is a more educated junior
fisherman.
As the people who buy the fish take a while to pay, it is only
roughly five days after their return that the captain knocks on
people’s doors to deliver their share.



10% is for the canoe owner; 20% for the owner of the nets; the rest is
divided among the fishermen in unequal shares, depending on seniority.
The captain takes the lion’s share.

The price of the fish varies considerably: the same type of fish might
cost 2 Reals today and 15 Reals a few weeks on.  The price also depends
on the quality of the fish. Fifteen buckets would make it a lucky day.
In short, each trip will yield between 70 Reals and 200 Reals, if all goes
to plan.  According to Seu Otávio (and this is a rough estimate, since
there are too many variables to compute more accurately), a fisherman
spends a whole day out in the water and, if he is extremely lucky, he
might make 20 Reals at the end of the day.



Seeing the sort of sums that are involved, it is understandable that
owning one’s canoe outright should be so difficult.  If one goes to work in
town for a few years, one might be lucky and save around 500 or 1000
Reals.  That is enough for a downpayment. But, of course, the price of
each particular canoe varies greatly, depending on numerous factors.

A big canoe (40 feet long and in good condition) can cost up to 
7000 Reals or more (2006/7 prices).  But that is very rarely how the
payment happens.  This is why, when Manuel in Baiacu or Chiquito in
Cajaíba hesitate before quoting a price, it is not that they are sly or
suspicious, but rather that payments for canoes normally involve all sorts
of considerations over and above the basic price. 



Aside from the already complex
evaluation of all that comes with a
canoe (oars, masts, benches, ropes, etc.),
and between what has to be paid
outright and what remains to be paid
later, there are all sorts of complexities.
If the fisherman delays payments – as
he is often tempted to do – the canoe is
taken over by the intermediary and the
owner will lose everything he paid up
to then.  All the intermediary has to do
is send a few men to the mud bank,
loosen the canoe from its moorings
and send it to a distant village for resale.
It is all a matter of “force”, as they say,
and fishermen are “weak.”



In actual fact, matters seldom reach this point.  Everyone knows
everyone else; there is space for negotiation. The fisherman that falls
behind in his payments can usually negotiate a way of not losing
everything, so long as
he is willing to get
further into debt.
What he cannot
expect is for the
merchant to hand
back the payments
already made in
exchange for the canoe... that would be to expect too much!
This canoe, fresh from the carpenter’s yard, came to Baiacu from Cajaíba
a few months ago. The present owner paid a sum of around 1000 Reals
to the man who brought it; the rest he will pay the intermediary who
organised the deal, in monthly payments of between 50 and 100 Reals.  



Canoes do
have
mustachios,
but I was
surprised to
discover that
they are not
personalised
as much as in
many other
regions of the
world.  Most

of them, however, are named, particularly as the Colônia (the
fisherman’s union) asks for a name when the canoes are registered
there.



At the end of
day, the sunset
blends with
the yellow
lights at the
docks in
Itacaré.
The first
canoe here is
called
“Celebrity.”
The proud
owner
explains that
it is not because he is famous, but because she came out in a photograph
in the national magazine Veja, when they published a piece on Itacaré.



It would seem that the owner of this one (called “Spoke too much”)
was already disillusioned even before he put her up for sale.



Luziana – the daughter’s name.



And this one in the warm rain of Salvador, inscribed with the word
‘family’, reminds the owner of his whole family.  The one behind,
though, informs passing tourists of the cellphone number of the owner’s
travel agency.



These three old beauties have had many owners, but they will still
be serviceable for many years to come.



At times, one wonders
whether these canoes do not
serve an excessive optimism.
But people would not spend
good time and money
repairing a canoe that was
beyond repair.  She will be
back in the water and has
much life in her yet.
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8. Salinas – A modern alternative?
An acquaintance in Salvador told
us that there were people making
moulds of the vinhático canoes so
as to reproduce them in fibreglass.
We went to look for them in
Salinas da Margarida, in the
Recôncavo, behind the Island of
Itaparica.  There, Seu António has
been making fibreglass canoes for
some 18 years. He has two yards,
one in the city and the other, across
the canal, in Conceição de Salinas.



His profession, he tells us, is digging for
gold, but he learnt how to make canoes
up  in Amazonia (Tocantins). When he
decided to retire and return home, he
thought he would start making them. 
At first, no one bought them. For six
months, neighbours kept aloof.  But
then they went out fishing with him and saw that these canoes did have
their advantages and they began to buy them from his yard.
He makes them as he fancies and then he leaves them out on the beach
in front of the yard, floating at high tide.  The people walking past that
feel tempted come in to negotiate.  Fishermen tend to like them
because they are not susceptible to shipworm: “When they return
from sea, instead of spending good time cleaning and drying the canoe,
they can just go straight to the tavern!”  The fact is that treatment
against shipworm on a wooden dugout canoe can cost up to 400 Reals.



“Puum!!”
Salinas is a quiet
fishing port.
Now that the
salt works are no
longer
functioning,
there is little to
do here aside
from fishing.

This Friday morning in late July is a local feast day. As people come out
of Mass, firecrackers resonate in the mud banks at low tide.



They are celebrating “Half a
century of Independence of
Salinas”... as a municipality, of
course.



The new fibreglass canoes – “river canoes”
as they are called here – come in all shapes
and mingle on the beach with the old
vinhático dugout canoes.
Seu António makes river canoes with
moulds that he made out of an old dugout.
He has a mould measuring 26 feet, and
another that measures 30 feet. But, on the
whole, clients tend not to choose “river
canoes.”  They prefer canoes with a keel, as
the water here in the bay is quite deep.
His problem is that such shapes are
patented and he already has three lawsuits
against him.  He hopes to be able to resolve
the matter legally; otherwise he might
have to stop his business.



There are many
people in Salinas
who prefer the new
canoes. They are
cheaper and more
practical.  António
sells a 26-feet “river
canoe” for roughly
3000 to 4500 Reals,
depending on what
extra features are
included.
The bigger ones that have a keel and also a prow that are prepared to
accommodate a motor, can cost up to 7000 Reals.  This means that a
whole canoe, with motor and all, can cost up to 10,000 Reals; but the
really big ones will cost double that.



Still, the old vinhático dugouts
have not disappeared – no
way!  This one here, still
brand new, will have cost its
owner easily one to 2000
Reals more than the price of a
new one in fibreglass.



This one has been tenderly cared for.  It is painted in the colours of Exú
– a candomblé divinity who sometimes passes for the Devil, but who is
principally the messenger of the gods... he is the protector of
crossroads.  With two traquete sails, she is really fast, safe, and easy to
manoeuvre.  Nothing will break her and she will never, under any
circumstance, sink.



Canoes await a
buyer on the
beachfront, next to
António’s yard.
“Over here, no one
buys with cash;
people do not have
that kind of money.”
He agrees a price
with a buyer and then gives him a jam jar to take home.  The buyer
“starts putting money into the jar, whenever he has some to spare.”
About a year later, or slightly longer, he returns with the jar and takes
the canoe back with him.  The fact is that, if he wants to feed his
children, a fisherman needs a canoe, as there is no other source of
income in the neighbourhood.  The bargeman, who takes people across
the canal to Conceição has already bought three canoes from him.



Seu António’s
yard: different
kinds of canoes
at different
stages of the
procedure.





Fibreglass
canoes have
an airtight
box in the
prow and, if
they are
shaped like a
river canoe,
also at the
poop.  He fills
it with sealed
but empty
bottles of cold
drink and
then closes it
tightly.



They have a double bottom, two inch
thick.  He puts cement inside it, so as to
prevent them from rolling when the sea
strikes the canoe sideways.  If he did not
reinforce them with cement, they might
break in the middle. His canoes will never
break, he says, but it has occurred that a
fibreglass schooner has broken in half out 
at sea.
The wood he uses for the sides is of the very
best quality, as it has a very important role
in structuring the boat so it does not twist.
The sides are thinner as they rise.  At the
bottom they take eight or more layers of
fibreglass, but at the canoe’s  “mouth” 
(the top part of the sides), only five.



This is a river canoe that Seu António made out of a mould
from a vinhático dugout.  It measures around 26 feet in
length and it has already been used for fishing for a year.





They do resemble each other, but the fibreglass canoe lacks the
elegance that distinguishes the duckbill of the dugout.  It lacks both the
mustachios and the aerodynamic frieze.



Whilst the fibreglass
canoe is easier to repair, it
is also more easily broken.
It does not mould to the
human hand as a
vinhático dugout does,

nor is it as sturdy in the shallows of the
mangrove, where there are submerged tree
stumps that can easily pierce the fibreglass.



The fishermen who have used one of these new canoes, however, assure
us that it behaves much like the wooden ones in terms of its
movement.



The bottom is
double, with
the cement
plaque inside
to give it
weight.  Just
like the
wooden
canoes, the
builder has
reinforced the
inside beneath
the middle
bench where
the mast is
fitted.



As the sides cannot be perforated, the ropes are secured to
vertical holes in the wooden framework.



From afar, they can hardly be distinguished.



They have also
started making
these river
canoes in
Ituberá. This one
here is far more
elegant than the
ones Seu
António makes
in Salinas. The
question is
whether it is
sufficiently
sturdy to
withstand the
open sea.



The person who bought this one from Seu António
reproduced the pattern of the mustachios on its side.
Although I did ask around, no one could tell me whether
there was some special meaning to this pattern.



The various styles of canoe cohabit today within a regime of use that
finds its roots in the region’s longue durée, where the Tupi populations
already occupied these waters with their dugout canoes.  



Some call these river canoes “Angolan,” as it seems that one finds
similar kinds of dugout canoe on the other side of the Atlantic, where
the slaves came from.



In spite of its poor condition, someone believes that this canoe still has
a long life ahead of it.  It seems that, due to their greater resistance,
people still think it is worth their while to patch up the old vinhático
trunks.



This old giant, with a
“mouth” around 5 feet
wide, has been used with a
really big motor in the past.
In spite of its present state,
it will surely be used again
some time soon.



An enormous moray eel: the smiling fisherman wants to know if we
want to buy it.



Sailing in the mangrove
that has now taken over
the abandoned saltpans.



Ney’s Barber
Shop. Some of
the saltpans
have been
transformed
into shrimp
nurseries – big
business. Some
fishermen
complained
about
pollution.
Then, a few
year’s ago, one

of those who protested was found dead: the old trail of violence in the
resolution of conflicts between “weak” and “strong” in Bahia...





Further inland, on the canal that closes off the Island of Itaparica, a
fisherman prepares traps (munzuá) that he will set up inside the
mangrove as soon as the tide rises.  His vinhático dugout will drag the
bamboo raft.



How much longer will there be vinhático canoes in these waters?
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9. Canoes as media

In this chapter I will look at
canoes as instruments of
mediation with the world – as
extensions of the human hand.



Human action can be described as having three aspects:
• a poetic aspect – that is to say, our capacity to be free to do 

things,to act upon the world;
• a formal aspect – that is to say, our subjection to things and 

forces that are external to us;
• a medial aspect – that is to say, the tools that we produce so as to 

act upon the world, so as to attempt to mediate the ultimate 
contradiction between freedom and necessity.

Canoes are
media to the
extent that
they mediate
our capacity
to intervene
in the world.



A friend once told me that,
when she was a child, they were
very poor.  Her father had a
canoe in Taperoá and he used
to go out fishing on it.  He died
very young and the family
broke up when her mother
found another partner. My
friend was eventually raised by
a distant relative.

She will always remember her father very tenderly.  When she feels
lonely, she still sheds a few tears thinking of him. As a child, she used to
play with her little brother in the yard around the house. Often they had
nothing to eat the whole day long. The hours stretched interminably as
the two of them looked forward to the moment when they would see
the figure of their father crossing the yard with his catch in his hand.



With a canoe, a man
can feed other people
and, in that way, he
can keep alive a
relationship of love
with them.  To have a
canoe helps men to
have a partner,
children,
grandchildren –
people that hear me,
respect me, comfort
me.





The daytime sociability of friends and neighbours (the galera)
presupposes the unstated assumption that, at the end of day, each
one will have a separate place to go.



The canoe embodies the hope that I have of transforming into things
my freedom to act upon the world. Those things, as they move away
from me, remain reflected in me: food that ensures the life of others; a
house for shelter; television; a bus ticket to take a boy to hospital;
grandfather’s wrist watch, which the little girl so loves to wear.



To raise a baby with divine help: a daughter, a grandson, a nephew.



When I act
upon the
world, I can
tell where
my action
begins, but
I cannot
ever
determine
where it
will end.
Media have
an expansive power, so there is enormous ambiguity in them.  
With a canoe I can set up fish traps; I can move about; I can gather
timber for my house; I can take over the mangrove in ways that other
fishermen will know how to respect.  

Chiquito’s fishing grounds in the Channel



The mangrove itself responds to my poetic gesture, to my creative power.
But if I fail to connect with it, the creative potential of my canoe and my
broad knife will become destructive
and they will turn against me. Once it
has been set in motion, the gesture of
mediation will forever remain
irreversible and ambiguous, for it is
only partly predictable – for good or ill.
In Ponta Grossa, Seu Otávio and I met
a man whose nickname was Mero
Peixe (mere fish), as once he was fishing
and so many mero (an expensive fish)
came to his net that the canoe would
have sunk had he brought them all
home. Promptly, he paid all he owed to
his creditors and moved to the big city.



In Torrinha, I met another man who was caught by a
storm in the middle of the Channel when he was
carrying paving stone of his new house, was caught by
a storm in the middle of the Channel. As the waves
filled it with water, the canoe sank. He was sure he
would die, but when it reached the bottom, the
canoe dropped the stones and floated up again. He
did not manage to turn it over in the water, but he
did manage to spend the whole night holding on to
it, and he is lucky to be with us today to tell his story.
One day, ALL of the crabs in the mangrove around
Cairú died. Possibly this was due to a discharge from
the gigantic modern nurseries near Guaibim …
Many people failed to take food home that time,
with all the implications that had to their mutual
relations.



The canoe is extended by the traps
that I taught my son to make; by the
molluscs that my wife catches in low
tide; by the small amounts of money
that result from selling the fish; by
the dry shrimp that I sell for a good
price in town; by the meals I give my
friends when they come to visit; by
the feeding of children who will
come to be mine only to the extent
that, with my canoe, I can mobilise food to raise them.
The canoe connects people to the world, so it also connects people.
Mediation gives rise to a process of endless reflections, not only in things
but also in persons. In the same way as the outcome of action upon the
world remains ultimately unpredictable, so its impact on people also
remains unpredictable.



My body, my
being, adapts
itself to my
tools with
profound
continuity.  
A person who
learns in
childhood to
walk along the
sides of a
round-
bottomed
canoe (as this

man has) will never forget how it is done.  One can only learn such
things when one is very young.  



One day he will
be too old and,
perhaps, fall
into the water…
The canoe has
to be served:
people are
linked to their
media by a
bond of servo-
mechanic
fidelity.  The
one who does
not serve
his/her tools, will be hurt by them. The canoe is both a door to life and
a portal to death.



I have to pay for my canoe.  The price of canoes, however, keeps pace
with the price of other goods. Capital being scarce, there is never
enough work to pay for what one needs. Even before it has been
caught, the fish belongs to the moneylender. When I ask fishermen to
sell me the fish they have just brought in, they tell me that they cannot
do so as it already has an owner.

Old and new
canoes – waiting
for a buyer.



Tough as they
are, and with
an average
lifespan longer
than a
fisherman’s,
canoes are
nevertheless
ephemeral, sly,
ambiguous.
They tend to
change hands

and very rarely are they ever completely paid off. At first, they appear
to grant the fisherman the possibility of freedom; but it then becomes
clear that one has to pay for them. That turns out to be another bind.  

Slums in the suburbs of Salvador



Sooner or later, a young man will
have to get rid of his canoe and
move to the city in search of a paid
job, with which he may hopefully
earn enough to buy that which can
only be bought with cash.  And, as
K. Woortmann insisted long ago, in
this region, “proletarianization and
slavery merge and are expressed by
the notion of captivity” (1990: 14).



The
wall of a
prison
cell in
Valença.

Bahian dugout canoes are fascinating for their poetic aspect – that is,
the artistic and technical gifts that allow these men to change their
world; but then, as we burrow deeper, we meet up with necessity.
Canoeing reveals its formal aspect – that is, money and the things it
buys are inescapable and, in the end, they constitute a threat. 



And, in turn, we
must ask: to what
extent is this
mangrove world an
informal economy?
From a bureaucratic
point of view,
indeed, it can be said
that what we see here
is an escape from the
controls imposed by
the administrative

apparatus of the state.  But, when we ask ourselves what is it that allows
for that escape valve to function, we realise that it is the fact that the
mangrove is public property. The state, by keeping the mangrove to
itself, opens up a space of freedom to the “weak” people.

Graciosa – a house built on a raised platform of piassava and mud
between the BA001 and the tide line inside the mangrove



In the city, subsistence depends on access to money – scarce as it may
be – and that depends on access to paid work.  In the mangrove, the
environment itself ensures a good part of the subsistence needs.  That
constitutes a margin of freedom; a breather for those who would
otherwise
be obliged
to depend
on the
captivity
that salaried
work
constitutes.  



What is “subsistence”?  The
means that enable one to
live.
Where are the limits of
those means? Like all
mediations, this one is vague
and tends to expand.
How can one survive
without access to the
consumer goods that are
mediated by money? 
Impossible!

… a bus ticket
… a watch
… a shaving blade.

Inside the mud house of the previous pages  (Graciosa, Taperoá)



Sooner or
later, money
becomes an
issue, as one
cannot
escape the
desire to
improve
one’s quality
of life.  The
subjection
to the
formal power of capitalism is the result of people’s desires and
emotions as well as of the intrinsic qualities of technically produced
goods: aspirin, fishing nets, motors, disinfecting products, television
programs, tomatoes… etc., etc. 



Modernity is inescapable
and irreversible, so the
entry into capitalism is
irreversible.  The house
that is now about to
collapse was built around
this beautiful sofa!



Modernity
and tradition
cohabit
seamlessly in
the port of
Valença.



Much as in the port of Salvador before the circular fort of St. Marcel.



In the mangrove,
the fisherman
and his wife can
find many of the
means of
subsistence,
allowing them to
negotiate
temporarily their
subjection to a
deeply oppressive
system of salaried
work that they
perceive as a
form of captivity.



What (or who) is it that allows the fisherman and his wife to use the
mangrove?  There is nothing that I might have or that I might use,
which has not already been desired by someone else.   

In 2005,
Bóia Fria
(‘rural
labourer’, a
politician’s
nickname)
lost the
elections in
Ituberá.  It
is expensive
to convince
people.



Moving home in a canoe at the mouth of the Contas River, Itacaré.



In Brazil, to this day,
the mangrove is
public property,
much like the sea and
the rivers.  It is the
free access to these
spaces that allows the
“weak” people in
dugout canoes or log
rafts to open a small
window of escape, at
least for a brief while,
from the formal
power of capitalist
oppression. The Brazilian State is, after all, the guarantor of these
margins of freedom.

Sailing raft in Bahia



Sailing rafts
on the beach
south of
Itacaré.

Here, we are
out of the
mangrove,
facing the
open sea.
Round-
bottomed
dugouts lack
the necessary
stability for
fishing at sea.



Between the farm owner’s barbed wire and the tide line:

Much as you might be told otherwise, there is no stretch of land or of
water on the Brazilian coast that has been unoccupied for millions of
years, long before the Portuguese arrived.  

Encampment of the Landless Movement, BA 001, near Ituberá



The mangrove – as a marginal space between land and sea and their
distinct technical modes of exploitation – manages to remain a place
where the “weak” can negotiate a presence.
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10. An Essay of Ergology  
– Methodological Postscript

This is an essay of
ergology – one of the
oldest techniques in an
anthropologist’s  tool
kit. 

Instead of focussing directly on people – what they do and what
they say – ergology chooses first to situate in the world the things
people make and that, in turn, make them people.  One used to call
this a study of “material culture”– but the expression is silly, since
everything in our world is material.  There is no other kind of
culture.



Those dugouts
that float in the
mangroves of
Bahia remind one
of thousands of
other dugouts
that float
elsewhere in
Africa, Asia,
Oceania ... Timor.
When I saw
them, I could not

fail to perceive a kind of “family resemblance” that led me to engage
with a whole village.
If I had not played around with boats when I was a youngster, would 
I have been so intensely captivated by Bahian dugouts?

Timor, Tutuala Beach, Dec. 2006



This interplay of meanings is not a private thing, since I learnt about
canoes in worlds where I had previously lived, amidst other peoples.
Those worlds remained part
of me as I moved around in
Bahia.
As there are no private
languages, thinking is
necessarily a social matter. It
is a “game” to the extent that
we apply rules to a
predetermined schema in
order to arrive at
unpredictable results.
All explanations rest upon
previous explanations. There are neither foundational explanations nor
final explanations: that is what creates the holism of meaning.

Cacha-Pregos, Itaparica – August 2006



It is all a game of interpretive charity in the face of what I am told.  But I
resist interpreting what is presented to me in terms of what I have seen
and heard before, or to lean on the certainties provided by following the
tracks that were already a part of my world: deixa falar (let them speak)…

“When we want to speak, it is because we aim to break with tacit unanimity and
penetrate a relation of mutual understanding, in restating the old and formulating the
new. […]  The language game […] repeats that inaugural movement of language; a
movement that, whilst it is internal to language, is always enlarging and eroding its
limits.”  (Giannotti 62)



The option of remaining outside
that game does not exist:

“How did we learn the meaning
of this word […]? From what
sort of examples? in what
language-games? Then it will be
easier […] to see that the word
must have a whole family of
meanings.” (Wittgenstein, §77)

“You said too much” 
(Falou demais)

“Error is inevitably lurking,
because one can only speak
meaningfully when the
possibility of thinking the new is
within the horizon.”
(Giannotti)



“One cannot have a general stock of
beliefs of the sort necessary for
having any beliefs at all without
being subject to surprises that
involve beliefs about the correctness
of one’s own beliefs.” 
(Davidson, p. 104)

Ethnography is a game, in the
sense of it being an activity, a
form of being alive.

“[The] concept of belief […] is the
concept of a state of an organism
which can be true or false, correct or
incorrect. To have the concept of
belief is therefore to have the
concept of objective truth.”
(Davidson, idem)

High tide in Baiacu, May 2007



Ethnography is a language game to the extent that I enter into a new
world that, from that moment on, is a world where I have lived.
Not all entries are equal: I might enter as
a tourist; as a spy; as a medical
researcher; as the boyfriend of the
barkeeper’s daughter; the brother-in-law
of the priest; the representative of a
commercial firm; a rope salesman…
There is no such thing as an “Other
culture” waiting for me: all entries have a
reason, they all have a door, they all echo our previous being, they all
address our ongoing interests … interests that are limited by other
interests.
There is a point at which I enter as an ethnographer: this is perhaps not
really noticeable in what I do whilst I am there, but more so in what I do
afterwards: the kinds of considerations you have read in this book.



In this case, the exercise involves dugout
canoes: it is a matter of identifying a set of
easily recognisable objects, which bear some
sort of appeal that lies beyond their simple
local function (a comparative hypothesis), and
then to attempt to place them in a human
world, in other words to engage in the process
of meaning attribution in the world with
others who share that world intersubjectively
with me.
In ethnography, two different kinds of
meaning emerge as a result of two distinct types
of triangulation.

It seems important to be able to distinguish between them, in spite of
the fact that the two kinds of triangulation necessarily interpenetrate,
since ethnographic research always remains a social activity.



Firstly, we try to identify the meanings that are communicated to
us by the people that use and make these objects (A).  We gain
access to those meanings due to a relation of intersubjectivity that
we build with those people in confrontation with the objects
before us during the fieldwork period ([A+C]B).
It is a dynamic relation (as it is mutually constitutive) between the
ethnographer (C), the ethnographed (A) and the world before which
both meet and of which these objects are an integral part (B).



A C

B



Secondly, we try to identify the meanings that emerge from that
first triangulation in terms of the past of our discipline and of
science in general.  It is also a dynamic relationship that, in time,
also turns out to be constitutive (since ethnographic mutuality is
ever on the increase) between the ethnographer (C), the fieldwork
environment (D), and anthropology (E), in the sense of an
intellectual tradition by relation to which the ethnographer situates
his work.



C
D

E



B C D – the axis of approximation. The ethnographer (C) appropriates
the canoe (B) as a means to better understand the field in its holism (D)
– an ideal that cannot be more than partially achieved.
A C E – the axis of distancing.  The ethnographer (C) distances herself
from the University (E) through a relationship with the fisherman (A)
and, then, she distances herself from the fisherman as she returns to the
University.   C passes from the human relation of intersubjectivity to the
essentialisation of the person of the author.



In studying canoes (D), I leave an impact on the discipline of
anthropology (E); but I also call the attention of the world at large to
these dugout canoes to these carpenters, fishermen, wives and merchants;
to the mangrove, the fish, the molluscs and the trees; to Bahia; to Brazil.
Anthropology, as the discipline stands today, necessarily reflects the fields
that formed it historically; the fields, in turn, are impacted directly by the
anthropology that has been performed about them.  What better
example of this than Firth’s We, the Tikopia?
The apparent independence between D (the field) and E
(anthropology) is an imperial mirage – in fact, there is a constitutive
mutuality between anthropology and the field to the extent that both
impact the other historically.



The local triangulation (A B C) and the distant triangulation (CDE)
are conjoined by the figure of the anthropologist/ethnographer (C) and
by her physical and conceptual displacement – a play between a human
personna and an authoral personna. 



The point in history when that occurs is a determined time/space – the
ethnographic present – by relation to which all that the ethnographer
might chance to report upon is ineluctably situated.
In this case, the first excursions to the mangrove of Valença took place in
2004, when I was looking for a field site in the Lower South.  In 2005, I
started exploring the mangrove
around the Tinharé Channel
more systematically.  Only in
2006, however, did I discover
the Church of Baiacu, and
then the idea arose of writing
something about canoes.  In repeated visits between 2007 and 2011 (to
Cajaíba, Nilo Peçanha and Baiacu), I befriended Seu Otávio, Seu
Romão, Seu Fidele and Seu Chiquito  (A). In 2007, I also explored the
unforgettable banks of the lower Paraguaçu River in the company of
some friends (among these the anthropologist Glenn Bowman).  
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